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Naked man at
Torco building
spotted...again

By Andrew J. Bradley
Staff Writer

It was a learning experience like no
other. Gone were the cold, impersonal
classrooms, the rows of computers and
the bored faces.
Instead, acclaimed television journalist
Bill Kurtis took two classes on a walk
through the park Oct. 7.
Okay, so it wasn't exactly a walk, but
those basking in the sun at Grant Park
were not complaining.
Seated on foldable chairs and with
their lunch in hand, the students gathered
around Bill Kurtis for the first in a series
of classes billed as the "Bill Kurtis
Learning Community."
"The tools at Columbia are the best I
have seen in all the country," Kurtis told
the I 8 freshman students in the class-the
first of its kind at Columbia.
The Learning Community led by
Kurtis is a combination of classes composed of students enrolled in Les
Brownlee's "lntro to Mass Media" class
and
Karen
Osborne's
"English
Composition" class.
Journalists and newsmakers alike will
address these students on a weekly basis.
The meetings with Kurtis, as well as
other newsmakers, are intended to develop the students' writing and reporting
_skills. The students will a!so pay a visit to
Kurtis froductions where they will be
allowed to study Kurtis' trade.
If the first class was anything to go by,
this could be one of the Journalism department's greatest innovations to date.

ByMemaAyi
Editor-in-chief

Students and teachers gathered around Bill Kurtis as he shared his experiences in
a new class designed to give students an up-close and personal view of journalism
Blair Fredrick/Chronicle
Getting some of the best minds in journalism to share their experiences is something the students obviously hunger for.
Kurtis found himself deluged by questions and talked in length about the state
of the news media today. The veteran's
point of view provided the students with
valuable insight that they may never
receive anywhere else.

"I like it," said Kurtis. "It's like the students' class."
Journalism instructor and program
coordinator Rose Economou, who was
Kurtis' field producer fo r four years at
WBBM-TV, also raved about the program
and spoke highly of her former co-worker.
"We thought he [Kurtis] would make an
excellent role-model," she said.

Campus security reported
another incident of indecent exposure on the seventh floor stairwell
of the 624 S. Michigan building
Oct. I.
The incident came just eight
months after a Columbia student
was arrested for exposing himself
to a female student in the journalism department in an empty classroom.
The suspect in the incident is
described as a medium complexioned, 5 feet I0 inches tall, clean
shaven and clean-cut AfricanAmerican male.
A similar incident was first
reported to campus security Feb.
19, 1996. The witness claimed to
have seen a naked man in the 623
S. Wabash building.
Nearly a month later, on Mar.
12, an African-American male
with a similar appearance to the
suspect in the Oct. I incident was
arrested.
No connection has been established between the two incidents.
At press time, campus· security
had issued an all-campus security
alert but refused to comment.

Getting Connected at Columbia
By Kat Zeman

Most academic departments have their own computer labs with access to the Internet, but the availability varies.
More students are leaping into cyberspace and
The journalism department, for example, has
·thus gaining information faster and easier than ever approximately 48 computer terminals , but they can
before, a recent Chronicle survey indicates.
only be used on specific days and times.
According to a survey of 200 students, the numThe library in the 624 S. Michigan building has
ber of students who have Internet access has seven terminals on the second floor. These terminals
increased by more than I0 percent since last year. have access to the Net, but each student has a ti me
Fifty-nine percent of students surveyed said they limit of 30 minutes to complete the search.
had access compared to 48 per"Usually, [a half an hour] is
enough for me because I'm familcent last year.
But the jump in Internet
iar with surfing the Net," said
Fifty-nine percent of Columbia
savvy students has little to do
student Mary Sokol,
with the computers on campus. Columbia's students 21. "But sometimes I see students
According to the survey, most
sitting next to me who look constudents still feel that access to have internet
fused, and by the time they figure
the Internet at Columbia is limit out they have to get off the terminal because their time is up."
. ired.
Fifty-two percent of students
The residence center has com~sj)rveyed said they have never used Columbia's
puter labs, too, but they are not Net accessible.
1,compuier terminals, either because the limited lab Some students contend that the dorm should also
>oours conflicted with their schedules, or not enough offer Internet access.
"I think it would be more beneficial if the resi[~inals were available.
;~-~"It's not ~oo bad, but they don 't have enough ter- dence center and the main campus were connected
through
some type of Internet connection, because
;;'t)i)nals," s31d Columbta student Came Cobo, 25.
· )~fif'ore terminals would be helpful because it seems right now they're not," said a student manager of
<tt!\at everyone needs them at the same ttme dunng the residence computer center, Jessica Puist, 19.
"We don't have one terminal with Internet access."
?~year."
Staff Writer
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wanted

Columbia grad Adrian Fulle takes his film "Three
Days" to the Chicago International Film Festival
See page 19
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Senate approves emergency assistance
for direct loan consolidation program
lly Charles Ocrvnrics
CollrRr Prt'' \' Scr1'1U

WAS I II NGTON- S tudents who re ly o n federal
lo:u" or natio nal-service programs to help pay for
lhc•r education won some important assurances
fm m Congress Oct. I.
Bowing to pressure from the White House a nd
others. the House o f Re prese ntatives dropped plans
to cut in half the budget for AmeriCorps, President
C linto n 's national-service program. The House had
wanted to ta ke $ 200 m ill ion of the program's $ 400
milloon budget to pay for veterans programs, but
the idea met resista nce fro m the Senate and the
administra tion.
The agreeme nt reached last week would provide $425 million for national-service programs,
ahout S20 million more than current funding, congressio nal aides said. The final fi gure falls sho rt o f
Pres ident C linto n's request for the program, but
administration o ffic ials expressed strong suppon
fo r the pac t.
''This is the first increase in natio nal service
appropriations in a few years," said Sandy Scoll, a
spokes man o f the Co rporati on fo r Natio na l
Service . " We· re very happy."
Thro ugh AmeriCorps , college students earn
tuition benefits and a minimum-wage stipend in
exchange for wo rk in community agencies. The
bill docs not raise the education bene fit , ho wever,
whoc h woll remain at $4.725 for each year o f full time service .
The agreeme nt docs incl ude S25 milloon to
e ncourage co llege students and other.; to se rve as
lote racy tutors fo r young c hild re n. Scoll saod .
Prcsodcnt C lonto n wants to c nl"t co llege stude nts
and post-secondary onstltutio ns on thos endeavor.
duhbcd Amenca Reads ' . whoc h <eek unoversallot·
eracy for c holdren by thord grade
The Hou<clScnate agreeme nt clears the w ay for
final actio n on Amcn Co rps spcndong fo r fi scal
)e.u 199 . ,.hoch began o n Oct I The program o
operating ,. oth temporary funds u nti l the measure
get' to Pre,ode nt C lonto n '< de<~
El<e,. here. <tudents hun by recent IJp<e< on the
tcderal go , crnment'< dorcct-lcndong program al<o
rccc l\ e a rcpnnc ba.<ed on action ta~en on the
Hou<e l.l<t ,. ee ~ .
ll1c ftnu~c cdu~nl ton commtUcc unnnnnu u, ly
fl'l.' <ed a n emergency boll to help 80.000 students
unJ recent college graduate< aiTected by the ' hut ·
do,. n o f the C lonton admonos tratoo n'• d orcct loan
('," "('ltd.JttCln pr o~r a m
Stude nt< u<c thO< program to consolod.otc thc or
h<>rr""' ong under .o 'ongle dorcctlnan. o fte n ,.oth the

,.,11

advantage o f a lower mo nthly payme nl!l. The
Clinton administratio n had to ~u spcnd opera tion o f
thi' program last mo nth because a federa l contractor could no t keep up with heavy loa n demand.
"Fede ral programs should he lp our c itizens, not
hun the m," said Rep. William G oodling (R-Pa.),
c ha irman o f the Ho use Educatio n and the
Workforce Committee.
Inste ad o f ta king o nly a fe w weeks, the co nsolidatio n process no w could take e ight to 12 months,
he said.
Under the Eme rgency S tudent Lo an Act, stude nts could consolidate all o f their borrowing,
including direct loans . under the Federal Family
Educational Loan program administered by private
banks .
The C linto n administration in 1993 launched
direct loans a.~ an alternative to the bank-supported
system. claiming the new program would carry
lo wer costs for students . Fo r direct loans, borrowing capital goes from the federal government to
colleges a nd universities without the help o f banks.
The suspens io n covers o nly c onso lidation
loans, and college students can continue to receive
new direct loans under the existing system. But the
entire progra m has come under inc reasing criticism
from Republicans for failing to live up to expectatio ns.
The unanimous vote for the eme rgency bill also
sho wed increasing bipanisan concern about the
direct-loan program. In a rare sho w o f unity. leaders o f both panics voted 43-0 to send the measure
o n fo r fina l action.
" Bo th Re pub licans and Democrats see the
urgency in helpm g young people who have been
left on a c red o! c runc h because of the U .S.
Depanment o f Education's faolure to manage the
dorect loan consolodat oo n pro gram." said Rep.
Ho ward " Buck" Mc Keo n (R-Calof.). who chairs
the Ho use pos t-seco ndary education subcomm ittee
Me Keon called o n the Senate to appro ve the
emergency boll quockly. "Any effort in the Senate
<hould be seen as an attempl to protect an oncpt
federal bureaucracy at the expense o f students.''
Mc Keon added.
Congn:5s should have another three wee ks to
co m plete actoo n o n the emerge ncy legislatioo.
Law ma ~ e rs m us t rem ain on <ess oo n through
O..:tobcr to fi nish wO<k on most 1998 spending
bolls. includontz o ne fO< hogher educ•tlon. In that
boll. House and Sena te leade rs both fa vor an
mcrea'-C on Pe ll G ra nt spc:ndontz. ..mo ng other pro\ l "Hl" "
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FasTraX kicks off

Salim
Muwakkil,
senior editor of In
These limes, and cohost of "Democracy
Now" radio program, took time off
his busy schedule to
talk to students
about the harsh
realities in the journalism business.

The "FasTraX" program hosted its inaugural reception at
The Chronicle's office Oct 7.
The program is designed to
help freshmen and new transfer journalism students by having upper-class students as
mentors.

Meet the Press!

Community Media Workshop will host
'Op-Eds' forum
on the second floor in
the 623 S. Wabash building

'WHAT KINDS OF
OP-EDS DO EDITORS WANT, AND
HOWCANYOU
SUCCESSFULLY
PITCH THEM?'
Panelists:

Dennis Byrne, Chicago Sun-Times
Bruce Dold, Chicago llibune
Jack Bess, Lerner Newspapers

lhursday, Oct.16,Noon-1:30
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Col.umbia·'s interpreter tra_ining
department settles in on its own
By Glen Raj
Staff Writer
/

. Interpreter training, which has long been
offered as a major as part ofthe English de_partment, esta):>lished its very own department in
January.
.
, "This is the only program in lllino.is that
~ offers a .Bachelor of Arts program, and it is well
regarded" said Lisa Butler, the Interpreter
'Training Department administrator and lab
mana_ger. The program offers "a very strucrured
and a very well organized layouL"
.
The program has been with Columbia since
19,93.
The four-year program emphasizes two
parts: The first two years concentrates on the
deaf culture and language; and the last two
emphasize the study of interpreting.
The program helps bridge the gap between
the hearing impaired community and the mainstream community. Because of a growing
awareness in diversity, the hearing impaired are
in demand as marketable- consumers rather
than a -community with a handicap, 'according
to Butler.
As this awareness grows, the demand for

interpreters increases.
"People are needed in medical offices and
business offices,~ said Butler. ''Clients feel ,
more comfortable with interpreters of their
own sex or ethnicity in the . workforce, as a
.result there needs to be a diversity in interpreters~· .
·
Columbia's structured program, which ,
includes a four-year layout progwn of specific
courses, helps students prepared for their future '
careers.
For senior students, the program also offers ,
real-life assignments as an interpreter, aceom- .
panied by a mentor-doing what they'll do
after gradW~tion.
Students can take a couple of classes to get
a feeling of sign language, but only "after
you've learned the language can you learn how
to interpret between English and sign Janguage," said Butler.
For people who arc interested in interpret• ing, the interpreter department's language lab i
.can be found on the second floor of the Wabash ,
building with interpreters to help improve stu- '
dents' skills.
1
The Jab is also equipped with 600 books on .
the language.
'

Interpreter classes being offered as
foreign language option at universities
By Colleen De Baise
College Press Service

When Kimberl y Boggs,
now a Purdue University
junior, picked a foreign language course to complete her
educat io n major, · she mulled
over the traditional offerings:
Spanish, French, German.
" I had four years of German
under my be lt from high
school, but could not tell you
much past 'How are you?' and
'When is your birthday?"' she
said. "So, my next option was
to take Spanish because it
seemed to be the easiest thing."
Then she heard abo ut another option: American Sign
Language.
"My roommate at the time
was in the fi rst-year class, and
mentioned how much fun it
was," Boggs said. "So, 1 asked
my counselor if that could be
an option. It was, but it would
be very hard to get into. She
told me the best option would
be to sign up in the summer,
si nce not too many people
would be here."
It 's been four years s ince
Purdue first approved sign language for foreign lang uage
credit. And like many other
universities who now designate American Sign Language
as a fore ign language, Purdue
reports a growing demand for
classes that teach the language
long used by deaf Americans.
All eight sections are fi lled
to capacity this fall with 160
students, and the university has
hired two more sign language
instructors. For every student
enrolled in a class, two of three
more are turned away, according to Diane Brentari, a linguist who leads the program at
Purdue.
"This is not a unique situation," said Brentari, who esti·
mates that 25 percent of universities have approved sign
language for foreign language
credit. "Demand for collcgeJevel sign language classes is
increas ing nationally."
A few years ago, the majority of students who signed up
for sign lang uage cl asses were
speech, educatio n o r nursing
majors. No w. bu siness and
engineering majors are starting
to jump on the bandwagon,
accord ing to Brentari.
"Not only do students see

American Sign Language as a
skill that will really stand out
on their resume, but businesses
are also beginning to recognize
the marketing opportunities
with this partic ular population," Brentari says. " Deaf
people are consumers, too."
Sherman Wilcox, associate
professor of ling uistics at the
Uni versity of New Mex ico,
says the demand for sign lang uage courses-considered
one of the top I 0 languages
used in the United States-has
increased on his campus and
others.
" I' ve seen it all over the
place," he said. "If they offer
one course, they 'II be able to
fill up three. If they offer three,
they' ll fill up six."
Colleges that have approved
sign language for foreign lang uage credi t include the
University of Minnesota,
M ichigan State Uni versity,
State University of New York
at Stony Brook, University of
South Florida, Uni versity of
Ca lifornia-Davis
and
University of Washington.
"The language is just getting more exposure," Wilcox
said. "You see it on TV. We are
generally coming to a better
understanding of the language."
The issue has not been with·
o ut controversy, however.
Many universities still refuse
to recognize sign language as a
foreign language, arguing that
is not fundamentally different
from English and that it is not
associated with a distinct culture.
Before moving to Indiana,
Brentari taught linguistics at
UC-Davis, where she argued
successfully for the acceptance
of sign language as a foreign
language.
"It 's very different in structure than English," she said.
She compares sign language to
Japanese and Navajo, which
arc distinct from Spanish,
Frenc h and other Romance
languages derived from Latin.
"[Students] arc exposing themselves to a completely different
language family."
In the classroom, sign language is taught much like other
foreign languages. During
tests, an instructor will sign the
words, and students will write
down the English. Students are

graded, too, on their own ability to sign.
Students also study the literature of the deaf, including
poel]'ls and stories that have
been passed down in a nonwritten tradition, Brentari said.
"The deaf culture is a culture embedded yet different
than mainstream U.S. cu lture,"
she said. "Deaf people dress
like Americans; they behave
like Americans. Yet they have
this very important part of their
Jives devoted to their own culture and traditions."
Students in the class say
they've noticed a distinct culture withi n the deaf community. " I was intrigued by their
togetherness," said Boggs,
who has taken several sections
of sign lan guage and now
serves as the president of the
Purdue Sign Language Club. " I
think the demand for the classes has become greater because
it is offered as a foreign language, but I think once people
get into it, they are in it for the
culture."
The club has hosted a number of e vents, including a
recent performance by a deaf
storyteller that drew a huge
student turnout. "Many have
come to functions to learn
about the culture," Boggs said.
"Our meetings have gone from
fi ve to six people in attendance
to 25 to 30."
Only about 5 percent of students are drawn to sign language classes because they
www.a tt . co m ( co ll ege / n p. htm I
have a deaf fam ily member,
said Brentari, who herself grew
up with a deaf cousin. "Many
of them have sought out ways
to meet deaf people after taking the sign classes," she said.
"The only negative thing I
sometimes hear is that students
have a hard time practicing."
After graduation, Boggs
said she hopes to put her sign
language ski lis to good use as a
teacher.
"] have been worki ng with
children who have severe disIt's all within your reach .
abilities and teaching them
sign language," she said. "I
really enjoy helping them to
communicate when they have
such limited options."
Brentari says sign language
skills can be a selling point
with corporate employers, too.
"It shows you are more flexible
._----------------------------'
and adaptable," she said.
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The Cooking Academy of Chicago
showcases ostrich, the new red meat
Vcglia, a guest attending Monday night's ostrich feast. "I
like it. I'm very impressed how low-fat the meat is; it's
.
amazing!"
It is fast becoming known across the country that
ostrich meat is a great low-fat alternative to not only beef,
but chicken, turkey, and pork as well, said Schmieder.
While ostrich meat is much lower in fat than most popular meats currently on the market, it is also higher in pro-

one offspring a year, ostrich can produce upwards of 30
offspring per year," said Nadwornik. "Ostriches are environmentally friendly, and are raised without chemical
The Cooking Academy of Chicago showcased ostrich.
additives and drugs. For the most pan they feed on alfal.. the Red Meat of the 21st Century" at their Oct. 6, 1997
fa, and are subjected to rigorous government inspection."
When asked if ostrich meat is currently available in
dinner meeting. The ostrich meat was prepared under the
direction of Chef Hu.bert Schmieder, a premier instructor
grocery stores, Nad,wornik said for now, ostrich meat is
and chef at Purdue University's Hotel and Restaurant
mostly found in higher-end grocery stores. But lately,
Management School.
stores like Dominick's, Whole Foods, and
Golden Harvest have been carrying ostrich meat.
Chef Schmieder is at the .forefront
of those chefs who are recognizing
The new demand for ostrich meat is explained
in small part by its uniqueness. The greateS\
ostrich meat as a valuable addi tion to
their menu's. Schmieder has traveled
appeal to the chef is the meat's versatility which
the world showcasing this still unfapleases thei~ creative spirits. The chef's culinary
miliar low-fat. red meat product.
side demands that a meat present both a pleasant
"I've traveled to 33 states, and I've
appearance and good taste characteristics. Still, ·
been to Africa three times to give conthe most common response to the meat is that it
ferences about ostrich meat," said
tastes like beef, chefs find that the meat has a
Schmieder. " I started cooking with
great ability to accept their favorite spices and
ostrich meat in 1989. In the beginning
recipes, allowing them to have flexibility within
their art.
ostrich was still very new to the United
States. but now there are over a half
" I absolutely love cooking with ostrich meat,"
million ostriches being raised in the
said Schmieder. " I really believe the meat will
U.S."
become a huge success in the United States.
Monday night's dinner was preAlready, pork producers are scared of the new
pared by the Academy 's Executive
industry."
Chef, Nicholas Excell, C.E.C., and
As for Monday night's dinner, according to
Executive Pastry Chef Ramzy Asmar,
head coordinator, Frank B. Okroy, Affairs
as well as the students of the academy.
Manager of the Cooking Academy of Chicago,
Excell is a graduate of the Culinary ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ' the evening was not without faults, but overall,
Institute of America, and is an
was quite a success.
American Culinary Federation Certified Executive Chef. tein and lower in cholesterol, almost making it a " miracle"
"I had to do a lot of last minute coordinating for the
Asmar is a graduate of the California Culinary Academy, meal.
dinner. And the air-conditioning goilig out on the night of
and Ohio State University. Excell and Asmar brought a
As far as managing ostrich farms are concerned, Jack the dinner was no help, but events would be no fun if a
high level of quality to Monday's dinner, and the 150 F. Nadwornik, National Sales Manager of Pokanoket few things didn' t go wrong," said Okroy. 'The dinner
guests literally cleaned their plates after each course.
Ostrich Farms, located in Chicago, Ill. and Dartmouth, was great for everyone. The student chefs got a chance to
"Ostrich meat is good. I wouldn't know the difference Mass., has nothing but good things to say.
show their stuff, and I think all the guests enjoyed them"Compared to beef cattle that give off approximately selves too."
between it and beef if you didn 't tell me," said Chuck
By Dan Bischoff

Copy Editor

£hades
Columbia artist

captur;.~§ lif~

'The Winter Guest'
in indigo dye

lief'ofdoing the wash with her mom. "It was the per·
feet shade of blue.''
Bansley received funding for her project from the
Barbara Wynne Ransley's got the blues. No, she Albert P. Weisman Memorial Scholarship Fund. The
won't be performing with Buddy Guy, giving an $2.000 grant is named for a Chicago public relations
encore at Kingston Mines or be known as the next Etta executive who had a lifelong interest in funding for
James. Yes, Bansley does bave the blues-the indigos, the arts. As part of the grant, Bnnsley is required to
really-but it's her masters project from Columbia tmvel with the show. There have been two openings,
College that is stirring things up at · the Ridge with more ·than I00 people gathered at each one to
view the finished product. Bansley estimates that
Historical Society, 10621 S. Seeley Ave.
Bansley, the 65 year-old artist and recent graduate about 500 people have seen her work"so far. Many of
from Columbia's Mastcrrs of Arts program, has had an them have been her neighbors, anxious and curious to
indigo dye lot in her backyard for the past eight years. see what she has created, and all the feedback bas
For her mastcrrs in the interdisciplinary arts with an been positive. "I'm really proud of it; I love this show
emphasis on book and paper, a major Bansley refers to so much," she says, her blue eyes twinkling.
as, " tailor made for me," she went to that dye lot and
When Bansley looks for inspiration, she has to
began a project that would take her up and down look no farther than her own family. In addition to her
memory lane-recalling both her childhood and the 43-year marriage, Bansley has also raised 12 children.
many years sbe has spent raising her family in North "Back in the 1970's I had a pregnant niece who got
married in a white wedding dress she made herself. A
Beverly, a suburb on Chicago's south side.
Bansley's project is simple, yet unique and from lot of my family wouldn't go to the wedding under
the heart. In it, she celebrates the lives of the women those circumstances.'' Bansley recalls that whenever
in her neighborhood, "women who have influenced she felt tired or wanted to quit she would remember
me in the past 33 years I've lived there." Bansley her niece and think, "ff she could do that , then I could
begins her performance piece with 22 paintings-all do what I needed to do." Inspiration, of course. is a
in blue-of the homes that grace her block. Homes two-way street, and Bansley says she hopes that she
where her neighbors, her friends, and their children has set the example for tl~em, "that you are never too
still reside. She tells stories of what it is to be a neigh- old to accomplish your dreams."
bor, giving little anecdotes of life on their street. Most
Bansley's life is a remarkable one. In addition to
of them are humorous, one is sad, but through it all her art and r.~isjng her family, she has taught in the
Bansley accomplishes her goal of "accentuating the public school system and done 40 credit hours of post·
ordinary not the extraordinary!'
bachelor work at the· Art Institute. When Columbia
Bclng a book and paper major, Bansley describes introduced book a.nd paper as an emphasis, she .knew
her work as, "sculprural and fiberal," so in addition to it was time to go back to school and earn her master's
the .2Z paintings, she has 22 handcrafted hemp book.s degree. Of her experience at Columbia, Bansley says,
accompanying her art. The stories include everything "Columbia is so down to earth-It's so wonderfulfrom childbirth at home 10 making fudge at Christmas. both staff und studentS." Even though she grudoated
Again, thelie ho<>ks are all in different shades of blue. last June, thnt hasn't stopped Bunsley from registering
Why is itthat everything Ransley touches bccomcw for more CIIUISCS. You CWI nnd her in the art deparl·
a beautiful blue!/ What take$ her outsidt! to the imli· mcnt this full , surrounded hy whut ahe loves bestgo dye? What is it about blue that she finds so inspi· book nod puper.
ration;U7 Banilcy replied tllat it was the, "blue of her
Bansley's perfom1nnce piece will run through Oct.
llhildhP<)d.'' Recalling that on Mondays her mmhcr 31.
would d() the washing, and she loved to,"watch the
bluing $\Vi$h around in the wush water." Adding thnt
The museum Is OJlen to Ihe public on 'l'hunduys
in the beginning of her 43 year marriage to Jumes And Sunduys from Z lo S p.m. for more lnforma·
Uansley he was in the (;()ast Gourd nnd they were stu- lion eull the Rltlg~ lll~torlctll Society 111 (773) 445·
ti<llled in Hawaii. There. she would wutch the ocean 51106.
lup a811inNI !he mcks und the swirlin8 watc:r reminded
By Amy Pugh and Horace Toombs
Stoff Wrilen

Alan Rickman makes his directorial debut with a beautiful tale
By Sandy Campbell
Film Correspondent

Alan Rickman 's directorial debut "The Winter
Guest" is a haunting poetic film set in an isolated
Scottish fishing vill age on one of the coldest days of the
year, where even the sea is frozen .
The film concentrates on four sets of people whose
lives depend upon each other. Resident photographer
Frances (Emma Thompson) and her mother Elspeth
(played by Thompson's real-life mum Phyllidia Law);
France's son Alex and his recently acquired girlfriend;
two boys about 12 playing hooky and two old ladies
whose main joy in life is anendi ng funerals.
The film's characters, despite their different ages and
genders. have a common thread that ties them together-they have no lives except a dependence on their
other halves. The isolation and emptiness of the community chokes the souls of the inhabitants until they
have none.
Of all the characters, Frances has the greatest potential of gelling out of the frozen bleak hell. Her photography represents a sense of purpose that the others lack.
Frances stays , however. because of two people: her
mother. who is completely dependent upon her and the
ghost of her dead husband. whose mug can be found in
every room of their humble abode.
" The Winter Guest" is simi lar to this summer's
French art house hit " When the Cat"s Away" in that the
characters have no lives and thut the cat is a recurring
theme. The cat in both films is metaphoric because it
represents something to keep living for as well as something for the characters to call their own.
One thing about the film that's n little ridiculous is
that no one in the film is dressed fo r the weather. The
actors, doing five to II Iukes on each shot in Scotland
on the coldest duy of the yenr without wearing any hats
or mittens, in flimsy conts nnd often falling in the snow,
mudc the viewer feel chilled or, maybe someone had the
thenter's uir conditioner up too high.
...n1c Winter Guest" might be slow and boring to
some; mnyhe cspccinlly to those who cannot relate to
the film und the heavy background instrumentul music
that encompass the sweeping photogrnphy of the cold,
crusty sea.
Overall, "The Winter Guest" is 11 sntisfyingly bleak
hut hcautifultule uhnut rurul life.
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MIT Pledge's Death: What a waste
Staff Editorial
Ohio Stat~ Lant~m
There's a certain feeling--a state of mind, really--that creeps over
one's consciousness during the first couple weeks of a new school
year.
It 's a feeling almost imperceptible during those summer months
when this place and this time seem to no more relate to our lives than
the war in Albania or the election of a new president in Mexico: things
of which we are vaguely aware, if only from the comers of our minds.
But. ..thcre 's a time--a short instance, perhaps--book ended
between summer's dull finish and those long winter months during
which the university's inevitable drudgery brings us to a less idealistic attitude, in which the magic of possibilities exists. We return to this
place feeling that we are o n the brink of something. That somehow all
avenues arc open, that no decisions are final, and that if we're prepared to do something--anything--then we could make our lives extraordinary.
This excitement, these high hopes, and all of the possibilities that
accompanied thousands of students just like us back to their university homes was all but extinguished at Louisiana State University
recently, almost before it had even begun.
The campus was rocked last August by the death of a 19-year-old
fraternity pledge who died at a hospital after a night of heavy drinking--surprise, surprise--with his soon-to-be "brothers."
The ramifications of this student's death , both legal and emotional,•·
will be felt at LSU for years, that's true. The university has cracked
down o n underage drinking and has begun investigating ways to arrest •
student binge drinking. The Greek System has pledged to police itself.
It's not enough.
For one student all avenues are closed, all decisions are final, and
no matter what, all other possibilities have ceased to exist. And its
happened again.
A freshman at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology died one ·
Monday evening last month after slipping into an alcohol-induced
coma following a drinking binge at a fraternity house.
The student, Scott Krueger, 18, was attending a "Big Brothers
Night" at the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity; a fraternity which has since
been placed under criminal investigation until police determine
whetheT Krueger--a non-drinker--was forced to consume the alcoho l
as part of a frat hazing ritual.
For God's sake people, this is no longer a case of boys being boys.
It's not a rite of passage, it's not a tradition, and it cannot be tolerated.
'The simple, ugly truth is, college binge drinking has become a public heal th menace. Every single year at least I 0 students die from it-the majority during fraternity initiations--which is a wholly unacceptable numbel'. Students spend $5.5 billion a. year on 'llcohol,.40 pel'Cent
binge drink. )Veekly, .and an ast.aunding 86 percent of fGUen>iLY, DICQ'h.
bers regularly binge drink. It has, quite simply, spiraled out of control.
Scott Krueger died and everyone wants to know why. His parents
want to know. His brother wants to know. And we want to know.
Unfortunately, the cold hard truth is: for no reason at all.
And so this week, for the second time in as many months, the electricity of possibility has been dampened, replaced by shock and a family 's grief.
And here, at this writing , anything seems a little less large, all of
the possibility turned to introspection. Until it happens again.

CHECK OUT FACE VALUE
ON PAGE 10

Guest Column
Promise
Keepers
aren't flexing political
muscle-yet
By Donald Kaul
Tribune Media Services
The biggest crowd of guys since the
Nonnandy Invasio n Oooded the National
Mall in Washington last weekend .
Promise Keepers, they called themse lves,
and they didn 't, as you might imagine,
drink beer, loot, pillage or burn. No, thi s
bunch prayed. '111ey also hugged each
other, li stened to uplifting speeches and
repented their sins; they promised to be
better husbands, fathers and C hristians.
In other words, they didn't act like any
large crowd of men you've hcen around
late ly.

'·

Crash
Course on
the Real
World

on the phone. Networking is a key thing in this line.
Many times we had large corporation clients come
in for training or meetings. It was an exciting experience for me as i never knew if the next person
coming around the comer could be a prospective
employer.
.
The media exposure also was exciting and the
set-up of the office was o ne C?,f a l)!l~SrO<?m with
three pods .and the different time clocks. nie newsroom was always &uzzing with excitement and
many times stress and anticipation. I think it was
also unique in the sense that they all helped each
other out and were not competing or backstabbing
each other. And although some people had titles,
they never acted as if they were superior or looked
down on anyone.
Everyone treated each other equally and they
were friendly toward everyone in the office. It was
nice to know you could come to work and be greeted and .also converse with everyone and n~ have.to
worrr tf you were allowed to even be ~hattmg .wtth
the dtreetor o~ tl)at deP,aJ;Wlp~t o~ llli:.,YJ<iC £~•!!fnt

This past summer I did what any typical financially struggling college student would do:
WORKED! But unlike some college students who
would rather work at places that pay an incredible
amount of money for a not so difficult job close 10
home, I chose to work at a public relations firm.
Along with working long hours, I commuted 10
the city five days a week, and spent $300 on train
passes to ride the wonderful Metra train. When I
first stepped into Media Strategy, Inc. I was thinking this was going to be a dinky little receptionist
'ob, answering pbones, faxing, copying and spending long hours being bored to death! Although 1 did
do the office work, I was far from bored 10 death.
This was not just any receptionist job. What was
special about this plac'e'was tharit was a small.com-1 ,,p(PPif!lt1°~frJ,l!~l~lfS.~P~~.t!Je.jf~l'l~- m ~··
pany ·,nd·you were ·part of•a link in a chain. Each
Wh~n thmgs WljiJh V<lml&; IJ!.~i.iHI911f>rW~:/PcHiid
'ob of each employee, including myself, was just as a sol~uon .a nd fi nd a IJ_C!_tefway ·ror.lt fo oe done
vital to the chain. Each person keeps the other next ume, msteac_J of gnp•!!!! for hou_rs.
above water and on task.
Problem-s?lvmg, dectston-makmg, accuracy,
It was not that 1 was just responsible for taking etc... all the thi~gs ~ employer expects an employmessages or making copies, or faxing, it was those ee to execute 10 a .JOb was ~ot ne~ to me. I had
phone messages they depended on to write propos- heard the whole sptel before. But th1s was ~ fi~t
als and letters to companies and clients. And it was JOb I encou~tered that was fast-pace<~: and u~credt
those copies that were being used for meetings and bly demandmg, and alth?ugh everything I d1d was
not perfect, .I learned qut.te a lot about myself and
training that they conducted.
Okay, okay you get the point about the office the "''ay I think .a?d d.o thmgs. .
work but I learned that no job is too small or less
S10ce then tt s gtven me lime to re-eval.uate
important. In fact, it was probably just as important mys~lf and the way ~approach tasks ~nd anytht~g I
as those press releases and pitch letters that were ~?· I ve start~d looking even .d eeper mto my pnorbcing written.
tiles ~d ~king mys~lf tf thts ts ~Ily ~e way I
Unlike other companies, Media Strategy, Inc. want tt or tf I can do ~t better or go higher ..
has a close-knit family atmosphere because of their
. It was . perhaps satd . best by Barbara ~tlk, ~e
small ratio. I now realize more than ever just how Ytce-Prestdent of ~edta Strategy, Inc., 'There s
difficult and stressful a 9 to 5 job is and what my always a maxtmum 10 whate.ver you do but I always
folks go through. commuting six days a week 10 try t~ reac~ be>:ond the maxtmum and go as f~ as I
work and coming home late at night.
can. I ca~ t th10k of a better way to look ~t h~e.
One of the disadvantages of this job was the 50Now I ve returned to good old Columbta w1th a
minute train commute and then getting off the train ~resh start and a new approach to my schoolwork,
and having a 30-minutc hike to work. Needless to JOb and most of al~ how I look ~o.rw~ to my s~c
say my sneakers were on my feet even with a suit cess. I am filled wtth a n~w anllctpallon as I stnve
(it's a no nn for many of us commuters). I must to reach beyond tha~ maxtmu~ everyday.
admit though, 1 got a nice workout to and from the
Oh and tf there ~ one thing everrone should
reme~bcr whe~ makmg a ca.ll and getting connecttrain station everyday.
One thing that I valued most working at a place ed wtth recepttomsts; be mce because you may
such as this was all the people 1 met and spoke to never get to that person you need to speak to!

Which is the whole point, I guess.
Promi se Keepers is a fairly young
back-to- the- Bible movement which recognizes that the male animal has, in recent
years, progressively abandoned his role as
mainstay of the family, its protector and
chief provider. It calls on men to confess
their sins, return to the church, honor their
wives and take responsibility for their
children. It is the fastest growi ng men's
movement in the country, faster even than
the Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders Fun
Cluh.
Naturally, the Women's Movement
hates it. Patricia Ireland, president of the
National Organization for Women, said
that the Promise Keepers' philosophy is
informed by a "nostalgic view of when
men were in control and women were in
submi ssi o n . ~~

'111e Promise Keepers deny this. Bill
McCartney, the ex -footba ll coach who
started the movement, says that he wants
men to he leaders, yes, but not autocrats at

the breakfast table:
"The biblical de finition of leadership is
servitude," he said. "A real man should be
serving his wife. A real man should be
getting up in the middle of the night and
changing the diapers. And so, what happens in a bihlical relatio nship is that they
complete each other."
But then he adds this kic ker :
"However, when there is n final decision
that needs to be made and they can't arrive
at one, the man needs to take responsibility."
Feminists know a loophole when they
see one.
I do n' t worry about that aspect of the
Promise Keepers so much. It's not liS
though these g uys, if they don't get
involved in Promise Keepers, arc going to
be Alun Aldus. If they quit ch11sing nround
and stop heating their wives and pay more
attention to their kids, I look at thtlt as a
plus. I imagine most of their wives do, too.
True, I'm a little put off by the hugging

and crying and the ostentation of their religious observance, but that's me. I'm quite
comfortable stifling my emotions and not
being in touch with my inner child. My
inner child belongs in reform school.
And the thing is, there are a lot of them.
It truly was a stunning sight on the Mall
Saturday. I thought the Millio n Man
March was big, but this was bigger, much
bigger. The police estimate of 400,000 for
the Million Man March seemed low to me,
but if that was accurate there were
750,000 on the Mall Saturday.
My fear is that, if that many men can
get together just to hear speeches and feel
their collective strength, sooner or later
it's going to occur to them they can use
that strength to change things: to stop
ubortions, mandate prayer in schools and
get them to stop promoting homosexuality
nnd soxunl promiscuity through "pemlissivcncss."
}
(C) 11197 TRIBUNE MEDIA SF..RVI(D, INC.
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OPtED: Princeton Review's 'Party School' Survey
Catalogued As 'Outrageous Sales Hype 101'
By "Eric Peters
Knight-Ridtkr/l'ribun~ N~ws

Service

WASHINGTON-Ask a handful of college students hanging out at the student union whether
they're having fun being away from home for the
first time, enjoying their first real experience of
adult independence, and the answer you're likely to
get is a resounding "you bet!" But does that make
these kids "party animals" wasting their parents'
money on beer and bacchanalia?
·
The Princeton Review seems to think ·so.
• By naming a college or university "Top Party
CHICAGQ--.:-After a week of warfare, the students, staff and
School," the New York-based company that pubfaculty of Columbia College outlasted a siege by the hoards of
Iishes guides for college-bound high school seniors,
ichneumons, which are also called icheumonflies.
makes an annual ritual of smearing entire student
For those of you who don't know what ichneumons are
bodies based on dubious surveys of as few as 100
shame on you, this should be common knowledge! Seriously:
students.
This year's "winner " is West Virginia
they are .from a family of para_sitic wasps which vary in size and
color. Aitd tliey ran rampant m The Chronicle office, and most
University, an institution already thoroughly abused
of downtown, about 10 days ago.
because it's often perceived as being in the heart of
lbe bugs that were here fed off of nectar and water and have
Appalachia and a bit back- woodsy. The tired redantennae ~at are in cons.tant motion. Besides that, tliey were
neck jokes notwithstanding, West Virginia's historic
very annoymg.
Morgantown campus is hardly a den of sodden
I guess we at The Chronicle were not the only ones to have a
drunks or uncultured yahoos, for that matter. In fact,
the school ranks sixth among all public state uniproblem with the anis. In a memo sent out to all departments on
Oct. 7, Susan Babyk, Assistant to the Provost and Executive
versities in numbers of Rhodes Scholars, and it conVice President, reassured Colombians that the' pests were only
sistently has prQduced some of the nation's top docthat, pests.
tors, journalists, engineers and business leaders.
. "Please be advised, according to Anderson Pest Control, that
Current president David Hardesty is one of its more
they are - harmless, nonstinging species that cannot survive
than two dozen Rhodes Scholars.
indoors and should die off quickly," stated the memo.
Unfortunately for West Virginia and other uniApparel)tly while -these are nasty little bugs. There is no
versities tarred by the Princeton Review's "party
chemical that can kill them. Except for smashing them under a
school" designation, there's no place they can go to
shoe or hefty book, Father Time is the only real enemy of these
get their reputation back.
pests.
·
One reason: the Review sun<eyors visit individlbe best way to avoid them, "keep your windows closed for
ual campuses, on average, about once every three
·
years. And wheri they do, their surveys consist of
a few more weeks."
· It seems that.most of them are gon~ this week.
brief interviews that seem almost designed to conI've seen a few here and there, but not in the numbers·like last
fer a "Top Party School" designation. The West
Friday.
·
Virginia survey, for example, was a result of interAccm:ding to the memo, the flying pests usually hatch in the
views with fewer than 150 students (culled from a
spring, but because of the unusually warm weather, they hatched
student body of 22,000) at the Mountain lair Student
Union immediate football game.
a few months early.
On the plus side, because they are parasites, they eat a Jot of
. If you wanted to _get a distorted _view of college
other bugs:- Although I hadn' t •noticed a R,roblem with any other
bfe at any.college th1s would be the 1deal way. What
bu~ iq ·t1!'19 1!1Sf'fe~d:kS',"P¥t'·gJ.frdLtlieilying pests took-care.. , , '",., ,V'f;l\1).1\. Y9P ,e,l\~l,l\ sm~~!l1 ~t.-Mj~hig~ or ~tanf?rd
~f'UI.e'¥e'st"6ftiii!~~~U!lS' ar.(m'i\~ hl!re!: .., ...... ·· ... · ·
~··t·'i ,. e·: l H "I ,Qr,,NO\fy ,Q;tme,tO.l\8-Y ,a\lo,\lt l.he quahty .Of partymg
If develbp'mentS warrant~ I'll bring you more later in the
on campus before the kickoff of any big football
broadcast...
weekend?
On to another topic that was in the news last week, the
It does seem a bit of a stretch to seek objective
Promise Keepers.
responses to questions about a university's reputation for partyi ng in the midst of the hype that
As a I chatted about them with a friend, he said that there
accompanies Pigskin Madness. Even the study's
should be a group called the Promise Breakers.
Instead of l>eing sexist, they 'll just act like most guys.
authors won' t argue the point.
"Yeah honey, I'll take care of it."
"We are not out to do a scientific survey," admits
That can be the slogan of the group of marauding dolts who
Ed Custard, lead author of the Princeton survey.
constantly promise their wives and/or girlfriends that they'll do
something.
.
I can see· it now, a mass meeting in Grant Park. They will
promise the city that they will clean up after themselves, only to
"forget" and leave lots of garbage behind.
This group will undoubtably become a major force in the
government, most of our representatives are of this nature ...
By Chuck Jordan
promising things left and right and not delivering on their
Opinion Editor
"promises.''
If the Promise Breakers became a powerful political force,
After spending four years away at college
they could run on platforms with slogans like "Sure thing
and coming to Columbia I can make compar~
honey."
·
isons. Maybe Columbia isn't missing much by
When my friend told his wife of his new group, she said
not having a homecoming weekend like most
something along the lines of "quit making fun of them, you
colleges.
knucklehead. Why don't you get up and do something, like
Maybe I'm just saying this because I'm
clean the garage."
anxious about making my first homecoming
"Yes dear," he responded.
trip back to my alma mater this weekend.
Do you think the garage was cleaned? Fifty points for you if
Since I graduated from Coe College, a small
you answered no. A smack to the back of your head if you
college in Cedar Rapids, Iowa I've only made
answered yes.
two visits. Those were mostly to visit friends
The truth is, every guy is like this, I know I am. I know a lot
who still go there.
my friends are, male and female. .
This trip will be special because it will be
Now that I think about it a little harder, The Promise Breakers
the first time I visit as an alumnus. I'll go to the
probably won' t form into some big group, they 'd have to agree
alumni house on Friday and register and get an
to have a meeting and actually show up. The reason the group
ID tag "Chuck Jordan Class of 1995." I'll go
was formed wpuld be voided, because they would have to keep
to the football game on Saturday afternoon
a promise.
then the dance on Saturday night.
There'll be a lot of people I will be happy to
see. That's why I'm going. And part of me
even misses Iowa. So why the anxiety? I'll be
asked questions like "What are you doing
now?,
When I read the alumni newsletter updates,
I see all the things that people I graduated with
are doing. Some are working as accountants or
financial planners among other things.
I'm then forced to evaluate what I'm doing
here at Columbia, not only for those who ask,
but for myself.
When I graduated college with a degree in
political science and an internship at a U.S.
Senator's office (whom I'd rather not name) I
thought I could do just about anything.
I soon learned that wasn't true.

Bug Follow-Up, plus ·the·
"Pr.o mise Breakers"

. Of cours~ not. They're out to create a promotiOnal gimmick that hypes sales of the Princeton
Review even if it means tarnishing the reputation of
a school like West Virginia that has turned out 25
Rhodes Scholars and has a job placement rate for
graduates well above 90 percent.
"The inter;views took place at a time that's inconsistent with the rest of the school year," noted
WVU student body president Rachel Welsh, who
won election in a · landslide on a-get
this-non-drinking platform.
" Why don't they talk to students in front of the
engineering or biology buildings?" wondered
Florida State University spokesman Franklin
Murphy, whose Tallahassee campus waS spanked
with the "top party school" paddle by the Review's
surveyors last year. FSU slipped back to sixth in the
party-hearty hierarchy this year.
All of this might be comical if the job market
weren' t so deadly serious and the amount of money
invested by parents in their children's education so
large. Aippantly labeling solid institutions of higher learning like WVU a "party school" devalues
that institution and the degrees it confers in the eyes
of potential employers and 'would-be students
thinking about enrolling.
"I personally would not like to go to a job interview and have them say, 'I see your school was
ranked the No. I party school," said Welsh.
If there were any substance to its rankings, the
Princeton Review obviously wo a valuable service.
Parents, after all, should have a right to know if
they 're wasting money on a school more interested
in dispensing draft beer than basic knowledge. And
employers owe it to their shareholders to know
whether a job applicant has the skills implied by his
degree. However, it's grossly unfair perhaps even
bordering on libel to create such an impression on
"evidence" as flimsy as that collected by Princeton.
The media, of course, are more than willing to
tag along especially during the dog days of August
when news takes a holiday and editors desperately
seek "filler." The nation's press, playing the
"boobus Americanus party school " angle to the hilt, .
ran .the story without checking its veracity.
Any reporter worth his notepad would never
print a ~tory Jending..credc;nce to ,a "study.~· that
obviousl;y was ..flacker;y spun. from equal parts of
hype and brazenness. Yet, don't expect the
Columbia Journalism Review to throw any darts at
the 500 or so media outlets that uncritically printed
the Princeton Review press release.
If the "Top Party School" list represents the
quality of the Princeton Review's other collegiate
surveys, parents and students might think twice
before acting on any of the company's recommendations.

Going Home
While I graduated fro!ll a good school, I
learned that finding a career was a job in and
of itself. When I was choosing colleges in high
school I never would have considered a school
like Columbia - no I was only interested in
schools that were in Money magazine's top 50
list. I was naive; I thought a degree would open
a lot of doors. It takes more than just a degree
from a prestigious school to be successful.
Unfortunately, that was something I had to
learn the hard way.
I spent the first two years of college without
knowing what I would major in. By my junior
year I knew I had to make a decision quickly
or I wouldn' t graduate on time. So I chose politics, something I've always loved. The only
problem is that I didn't know what I wanted to
do with my degree once I got out.
A year after my graduation, I decided to
return to school to make myself more marketable.
So I'll tell everyone the truth when the
questions start. I'm working on a second
undergraduate degree in journalism at
Columbia College, in Chicago, and that I hope
to one day get into graduate journalism school.
I know that will only prompt more questions because I had never written for a paper or
taken a journalism class before the summer of
'96.
Why journalism? Columbia College? Do
you like it? Why are you studying something
that had nothing to do with your major?
I'll just tell them when I was in college
studying politics, it was structured learning.
Since I've come to Columbia, I' ve learned
to meet the challenge of headlines and creativity, an experience that enriched my life.
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--"'P""' sliding
into a soothing hot
bath. The tension veritably

ly in the opposite direction, snapping its terrifying is this rant he let fly the instant
tether and landing on my head. Exiting my the cab was in motion:
flows from my body, oft girlfriend's that night, I should have been
(read at twice nocmal speed) "So I
times collecting in an alerted to the demonic nature of the hell- . got these two chicks up in my 1p11r1me11t
unseemly puddle on the floor carriage waiting hungrily on the comer to and we' re bingin' and bangin' and diJII
of the cab. You might think take me "home". The tinted black win- dong a' danglin. and things are aoina 10
my almost orgasmic appreci- dows, the spotless, gleaming chrome good I'm thinkin' I'm goinf to aet my
ation of cab rides odd, and exhaust pipes, the "STRAIGHT TO HELL pulpy grub battered tonight if you bow
indeed it is. What of it? BUDDY!!!" taxi cab co. logo stenciled in what I mean wben one of the cbic:b
Fetishes aside though, the living fire on the side of the car. But after notices this horrible rub I have all over
"cab experience" is a poor a hard night of sexing I was spent to the my head-this horrible rub that's aurely
metaphor for sex. Sex, I've point of delirium and so discounted what I contagious and
to aJow l uperublheard tell, or rather I know perceived to be these, after all, very minor rally pink in the gloom of the ~ u if
from experience.. .lots of experience... lots hallucinations. The door to the cab was hot were some sort of DEMON PROM HELL
and lots of experience...sex, they sa-l to the touch and there was a strong scent of A-HA A-HA A-HA HA HAll! 10 the
mean, Sex: when it's good it's great and sulfur as I entered its rear, but I slid into chick says, 'I aot the perfeet cure for that'
when it's bad it's still pretty good right? er, the ample back seat anyway and wa5 and pulls out the biggest baa of COCAINE
right. Anyway, this hardly describes my pulling the door shut when I was winded I'd ever seen all night and hands me straw
experience with cabs. As you've noticed, by the sight of the back of the cabby's to snort it with but there was one already
riding in cabs can be an almost perversely head. At first I thought it was some sort of up my nose at all times and keep in mind
transcendent experience for me. But only freakish, flesh -colored divider, interrupted this was just seconds before I got into my
when it is without incident, and it is so in places by patches of nasty, sJringy hair cab to pick you up though of course I don't
rarely without some incident. In fact, my and some horrible protruding rash or birth- do COCAINE anymo-" I got out there.
bad luck with cabs seems to go in and out mark vaguely in the shape of the contiFor two months this nostril sboveliaa
of phase--perhaps with the cycles of the nents that seemed to glow supernaturally blow goblin, this chauffeur of the apocamoon, I don't know. It is during these "off pink in the gloom of the cab. But no; it lypse was my personal driver. Regardlea
periods" that my compulsion to take taxis was, in fact. just the back of the cabby's of whe~ I called a cab he was there, his
at best leads to a great deal of aggravation head-impossibly huge and flat as a pan. monstrous head a frightening portent of
and at worst to almost getting me killed.
Fearfully, I closed the door and readied another harrowing, dianbetic ride home. I
My taxi habit began sometime during myself for what I knew would be an event- would have tried alternate methods of
my sophomore year in high school. Utterly ful journey. Then my nighunare began. To transportation but I sensed the futility; I'm
spent after a long night at my girlfriend's relate that the cabby drove recklessly is sure he would have been drivina whatever
doing that sex thang, I customarily called ~omething of an understatement and an bus I got on, or worse shadowing me on a taxi to ferry my broken and exhausted obvious anticlimax (though the fact that he foot Then, abruptly,. he was gone. My bad
body home. This routine continued trouble managed to drive down nothing but one- luck with cabs continues going in and out.
free for some months until one night when . way streets the· wrong way sho uld certain- but the cabbeast has yet to return. I never the weird pendulum of fate swung abrupt- ly be regarded as exceptional). Far more did see its face.

seems

ON TAXICABS
I have a love/hate relationship with
cabs. On one hand there is the luxurious
freeing convenience of ~i n g able to hop
into a cab anywhere on the north side of
the city and be magically whisked away
from whatever trying, strenuous situation
is then driving a headache through your
brain like a steel spike through so much
soft rock. Exiting the grocery store, a bundle of heavy plastic bags biting into the
flesh on your wrists, a screaming infant
strapped in a papoose on your back. Did I
forget the milk? Did the bag lady crush the
eggs? What exactly is a papoose, and
whose infant is this? Agghhh!! Calgon
take me away! These kinds of scenarios
find me sprinting for the nearest cab, often
away from the police (note: dump the
infant-preferably not on its head-it' ll
o nly slow you down, and despite its outwardly succulent appearance it is not, I
repeat, not a grocery). I slip into a cab with
the same sense of relief most people get

Federal Work-Study Program Needs Work
By Arnie Shober
~

Bradley Universiry Seoul

Campus employment is always sparse-but even more so if you
are one of many students who has been slighted by the federal
work-study program.
Federal work-study is s upposed to help students work through college by providing inexpensive labor for colleges. But work-study,
much like fi nancial aid, is based on the concept of "need"-it will
help students who could not be expected to raise enough money to
cover college costs without it.
Unfortunately. the formula used to determine work-study eligibility keeps many students from obtaining jobs.
Many students come from families that may have j ust enough
money to eliminate them from work-study competition. The federal
goverment expects parents to devote half of their income to college
expenses. Is this really realistic ?
While work-study does aim at a worthy goal, it fai ls to consider
that pare nts' incomes do not always equal support. 1040 forms
notwi thstanding. some parents will not or cannot help their children
through college because of an expected work ethic. hard times or
both. Work study is a detriment to these students.
To compound lhe problem. many university departments cannot
affo rd to hire at minimum wage witho ut the govermenl's three-quarters subsidy. The hike of the minimum wage to $5. 15 last monlh will
not help, etther.
The Department of Education's recko ning of student financ ial
need is o utdated. The fo rmula assumes that pare nts can pay about a
third of their income and assets for the benefit of their children in college--one third. At the same time. the department assumes that students can pay only about a quarter of 1heir income and asscls, such as
savmgs accounts.
This seems to be reversed. Working students often devole a greater
fractio n of their income to paying school bills lhan their parents do.
The assumption that parents will pick up more of the college tah is
hurting those who need financial aid.
Work-study needs to be weighted more heavily on studenls'
income. Under the current system. this could dramalically increase
participation in the program, making it much more expensive for taxpayers. To help offset the cost, the government could reduce the frac tion it pays.
I say this realizing many departments work o n limited budgets.
Some work probably would not get done if it were not for work-study.
If the change suggested above was made, some departments could
switch to alternative pay-ssome form of cla~s credit, for example.
C redit-wages could take two forms. The first fom1 is a generic
credit hour that could fill in hours needed for graduation. Since any
of the~~e JOb<! would be academically inclined, they could be legitimately counted a, practical experience tuo oflcn lacking in clu.~ ,.
ruont\ .

A !ICC(>nd furm could be determined to fill clu., , rcquircmcnls. Any
lhe~c u edit wages wo uld have 10 he much mure spcand deta iled.
Crcd ll houn for wage' arc prohahly lhe l>e\1 ahern:tlivc 111
wo r~ \ lutly pay. h11 unc. they MC free lo I he ,chool No facully mem·
bcr " tea< tun;: any da" for thc•.c cre<ltl way,e•. wlulc a dcpartntenl
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Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time o r the distance.
Choose AT&T Long D1stance and Sign up for AT&T One Rate. Free. You 'll
also get a free one-year membersh1p t o Student Advantage· - the largest
student d1scount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a mmute on calls from home

to anybody.

anyt1me. anywhere m the U .S.
Studen t Advantage: use your card to get spec1-1l offers and up t o 50% off
every day at thousand s of your favonte ne1ghborhood places and n<~Uonol
sponsors - l 1ke Kmko's, Tower Records and Amtr<~k.

Get AT&T One Rate
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call
o r

visi t

1-800-878-3872
w ww .a t t.com/co ll egc/n p . html

It ' s a ll

wi thin

your

reach.

ATs.T
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Photojournulism Pagl'

Octohl'r IJ. 1 1J 1J7

Fall Football
Photos by Brian Markiewicz

Gallery Showings
Zuniga Gallery 2855 S. Archer Ave.
(773) 376-8948
'
'
"Sports: Moments in time" thru December 5th
Ehlers Caudill Gallery 750 N. Orleans
(312) 642-8611
Harry Callahan "Women in Thought"
Harold Washington Library 400 S. State
"100 Years of CTA"
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'Blue Man Group~ transports audience to another time
or the woman who will soon have a new fOUDd
respect for bug zappers, Twiokies and industri-

By DeniSe M. Gaay
Co"tspondent

If you've forgotten the lyrics to White
Rabbit and wake up in the morning asking
yourself: "Am I a fish or am I a deconstructed
image of a fishT' then you need to see tbe Blue
Man Group now appearing at tbe Briar Street
Tileater.
But what, you may a\k, could be ao fabulous
about three bug-eyed blue men parading about
without saying so much as a single word? I can
guarantee you'll never look: at a Twinkie the
same way again, and besides, the Blue Man
Group not only knows how to put on a mesmerizing show, they know how to make you
grip the edge of your seat and hope you're oot
the next lucky contestant to be robed with a
crash helmet and subjected to the blue boys'
interpretation of modem art technique.
Sometimes we forget that we Jive in a quantum universe. The Blue Man will refresh your
memory. How else could they tum red jello,
fractal geometry, PVC piping, Grace Slick, fly·
ing toaster screen savCr.l, an ellpositton on
modern plumbing and a mounted dead fish into
a coherent cltplorntlon of the nature of mndetn
Ufe7 Not blid for a bunch of guys who began
th~it careers showing up onJnwtr Manhattan's
street comers and neighbothood bars; bald,
blue and without explanation.
But as a word of warning, do not go lo Blue
M311 .hoping to just wateh the show. The entire
theater JS the stage and you are a player. The
petfotmance is so interactive, eveo the bathroom has its own soundtrack. That first step
into the lobby may as well be a transporter
beam to an alternative dimension. Twisting
day·glo tubes of unidentifiable gelatinous goo
overtake the walls and ce.ilings, squirting and
oozing to a sound montage of pops, clicks and
subliminally sug~estive nonsensical phrases.
Olowing humanoids reach out at you from the
walls while you wade through the sea of grand·
mas, yuppies and screaming children to the
fully stocked bar (Don't lie, I know you will).
Make !hat martini extra strong, for once you
lind your seal, you may be the lucky guy chO·
sen to lead !he audience in the national anthem

al vacuum hoses. Beware of your seating
assignment. Enough plastic tarps and ponchos

line tbe fir.~t three rows to make Gallagbcr
green with envy, and they do see their fair share
of use.
.
Even if you aren't a hapless victim of the
Blue M311's wiles, plenty of bacchanalian sen·
~ual delights await you. In the beginning, dark·
ness rules. The only light comes from the
inside of a drum spraying red and yellow paint
into the air with every strike of the mallet.
Then, after a polyphonic percussion ensemble,
a game of catch the ball in the mouth may make
you c~claim, "My God, bow large must that
mao's mouth be?" The Cap ' o' Cruiich symphony and "le collage de Poisson" segments
deserve more !han a chuckle and a raised eye·
brow. They even have a neon band in a box
accompanying their every move with an original score that's a treat in. and of itself.
Essentially, the. spellbinding combination of
sight, sound, giUJe$ and gasps of arnazemeat
lead the unS~JspeCring audience to a dramatic
ctimau; that leaves everyone from. StOner Ed's
barfly buddies t:o gtllndma's Monday night
bridge club laughi'!);~ and frollcking about Ia a
~ shimmering 3C8 of pttosphorescent crepe P8Jlt'f.
The price of perfecbOII, however, is steep.
Although the sli6w is fabulous, the cheapest
seat is $38 doll~ which in college financial
terminology equal& the equivalent or roughly
fifteen and a
kbuster nights. But take It
fromagirlwho
il' tlike to spepdmore than
three dollars f
)thing, the $33 price tag
well wonll the experience.
You'll nevct be quite the same again.

is

Thto Blue Man 'lUbes Perlormancto
Briar Street 'l'heatu
3133 N. Halstead
773 348-4000
Opem Sunday, Oc:t. U, 7 p.m.

.,.

~

Open Run: Thesday·Thursday 8 p.m.
Friday, Saturday 7 and 10 p.m.
Sundaya 4 p.m.

Write us! We've only recieved a few
· letters this year.
It's easy to get in contact with us.
E-Mail: Chron96@ interaccess.com
FAX: (312) 427-3920
Write: The Chronicle
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205
Chicago, IL 60605
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+$8/Hour
+ No Weekend Work
+ 3-5 Hours Per Day (Mon-Fri)
+ Comprehensive Medical Package
+ Stock Participation
+ Employee Owned Company
Call toll free 1·888·4UPS·JOB
1.....a'7·7512
..17
24 hours a day - 7 days a week
~oodl:

Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1-55 & 1-294) Addison, Palatine,
Northbrook & Westmont

http://www.ups.com
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United Parcel Service has part-time
loader and unloader positions available.

+ $8/Hour + No Weekend Work
+ 3-5 Hours Per Da y (Mon-Fri)
+ Comprehensive Medical Package
+ Stock Participation + Employee Owned Company
Call toll free 1·888·4UPS·JOB
24 hours a day - 7 days a week

1-888-487-7562 Acceucode: 4417

Locations: Hodgkins/Willow Springs (1- 55 & 1-294)
Addison, Palatine, Northbrook & Westmont
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·NPG dancing into town
Mayte (wife of The Artist formerly
known as Prince) steps out on her own
By Bilmca Williams
Correspondent
The NPG Dance Company has come into fruition as of October and it's
coming to Chicago (okay Rockford) on Saturday, Oct. 18. This is a new and
innovative dance company that consists of 21 dancers who were selected for
being at the top in their respective fields of dance.
<
Does NPG ring a bell? Does it sound familiar? Well, if you're thinking it
sounds like a project from the wife of a famous musician who was recently
emancipated, then you' re right. The NPG Dance Company is founded and
directed by The Artist (formerly known as Prince)'s wife, Mayte Janelle
Garcia-Nelson.
Before you start thinking that the dance company is The Artist's project
in disguise of his wife, you're wrong. Before The Artist released his first LP
in 1978, Mayte was a ballet dancer. Before The Artist rose to international
stardom in 1984, Mayte added modem, tap and jazz to her dance repertoire.
Before the Artist met the 16-year-old Mayte at a concert in Germany, Mayte
was the youngest female to ever become a professional belly dancer in Egypt.
Therefore, being the director and founder of her own dance company was
inevitable.
Upon learning the NPG Dance Company was going to perform close to
Chicago, I had to by a ticket for this major event just to see the dancers perform to the beautiful music of the Kamasutra. This score was composed by
The Artist--and if not released it could become as hot a bootleg album as the
unreleased (until 1995) 1987 ''The Black Album." Considering that I am a
major supporter of The Artist, I felt I had an obligation to support Mayte's
projects as well. Given the opportunity to interview Mayte and some of the
·dancers, I jumped at the chance. And via a fax machine (isn't technology
grand?) I sent my questions and moments later, out popped the responses.
Bianca: What steps were taken to put the NPG Dance Company together
from thought (idea) to objective reality (tour performances)?
NPG Dance Co.: Dance auditions were held in New York during the summer followed by rehearsals.
Bianca: Mayte, are you· one of the NPG Dancers and if not, why and do
you plan to dance with the company in any of its premieres?
NPG Dance Co.: I am one of the dancers but I will not dance on this tour
because of all the work I had to do to put the company together.
Bianca: Is the first premiere outing of the dance company a trial run to test
he waters?
. NPG Dance Co.: Yes, we feel that Detroit and Chicago have always been
supportive of my husband (The Artist) and myself.
Bianca: What does the NPG Dance Company have to offer an audience
that differs from the Alvin Alley Dance Company and Joffrey Ballet of
Chicago?
NPG Dance Co.: It isn't like any other dance company. Even though we
do perform as a unit, we all have our own unique skill or trait that we each
add to the show, which not many companies do.
Bianca: How long will the NPG Dance Company tour?
NPG Dance Co.: So far we have an 8-month tour lined up throughout the
US and Europe. Approximately 20 cities have been selected in the States to
see this tour.
Bianca: What is the Kamasutra Ballet?
NPG Dance Co.: It's a ' ballet score composed by The Artist (formerly
known as . .. ) and choreographed by Dwight Rhoden. The story is about a
love triangle. An obsessive love relationship.
Bianca: Will the NPG Dance Company perform to music other than The
Artist's?
NPG Dance Co.: Right now, there is so much music from "The Artist"
there are no plans to use any other music.
. Bianca: How important is education to you and what is its correlation to
the art of dance and your involvement in dance?
NPG Dance Co.: As a dancer havi ng an education is important, but actually what you learn from performing and everyday "dance life" (rehearsing,
etc.) is really where the true education lies. I've always wanted to be a dancer.
. : It was where I felt the most comfortable .
Bianca: Dancers backgrounds usually range from ballet to modem to flamenco. Will the NPG Dance Company perform multicultural dances and if
so which cultures will be represented in this current premiere tour?
NPG Dance Co.: We are doing a semi-belly dance, Arabic-middle eastern
number as well as jazz and hip-hop.
Bianca: What kind of impact has choreographed dancing made in video
and record sales in the past 20 years?
·
NPG Dance Co.: It definitely has added to the image of musicians and
singers/groups. But, unfortunately, most dancers aren't recognized as much
in videos, when they're the ones who add so mu9h.
Bianca: How important is dancing in your life?
NPG Dance Co.: It's my career... It's my release from everyday life on
top of being just my bread and butter. It's what has driven me to this point
and I want to keep continuing to learn, grown, and express myself (through
dance).
There's a lot on the NPG Dance Company's plate in the near future. With
the music of The Artist backing it, I feel the company will be around for years
to come.
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One HelltJva
Three local filmmakers debut at the CHicago
By Jerry LaBuy
CO(>y &/itt)(
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That <1ihn ·cii\rv soon
Ibn
script
after they
it to their partner in M indfight Films
Inc., producer David Miller. He then began planning to
shoot it as a short,~ ~tcr returning from the Thronto
International Filii\ Pest~!!~ decided to go ahead and
make it into a feat~~ .
" Up until this poin
iodljgfu
~~~ producing
only music videos and the Occasional commercial."sald
Miller a former Columbia student"'A l'ellture film woUlq
be 10 times more complex than anything we Md ever
dooe before. This wo uld be our ftrSt feature but I knew
we could handle it"
After an intense night of brainstorming. they decided
to shoot in the faU with the first day of production set on
Nov. 4. Myers would direct, Miller would produce and
Mkhael Ojeda (another partner in Mindlight Films Inc.)
was bf'ougbt on as cinematographer.
~Before the shoot started." says Ojeda. "Jeff told me
the look that he wanted, a gritty c1ty feel with lots of
hand-held shots and an intimate personal feel. Then he
gave me the freedom to incorporate some more of my
$trengths into his VISion."
They then added local filmmaker. and fo rmer

effonJ"s
to make this film," says

"and ;we couldn't have

~~~~~~~~~~f.§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
L__

_ _ _ _ __

without such a deter•
mined cast and crew. Everything just seemed to hit a
groove, and both friends and total strangers lent us a helping hand."
With the film finished. Myers and Miller say they are
very proud and excited to have it entered into this year's
festi val. They also hope that the film will show other
fi lmmakers that it is possible for them to make a feature
without a large scale hudget.
wl made this film to make people laugh,p says Myers,
..and show them how to laugh at themselves. I couldn 't
have done that ifl didn't believe in the story I was telling.

_ _ _ __

.....

_...,,..........,,...;:..~.:z...::___,_-,;:,___.
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done

"The Ride" wUI be. sho- at t be.
latematlonaJ Film FestiYIII oa Wednesday. Oct.
9 p.m., Thesday, Oct. 16 at .. p.m.-abd Sunday Oct.
19th at 1:30 p.m. Tlc:kets ror"Tbe RJcle"-aod ~of the
festival's rums an available at The Festi'Yaf ~
{loeated in the Vlacom store), oa.:Uae at
http://www.cbka&CJ.ddba.comltllmfest or by phone at
Tkketmaster.
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Columbia grad shares the pain of losing his mother in a plane crash
By Glen Raj
Staff Writer

American Eagle night 4 184 traveling from
Indianapolis to Chicago went down in a muddy northern
Indiana soybean field
on Halloween night in
1994. All 68 passengers on board were
killed including the
mother of Colombia
student, Adrian Fulle.
The then 2 1-yearold student who had
just made his claim to
independence with a
job, a car and his o wn
apartment found himself back at his mo ther's home as he prepared to bury the
woman who had
loved and supported
him all his life.
In his darkest moments, he turned to his j ournal for
solace and today, three years later, the contents of that
journal serve as the foundation for a fi lm that has made it
to the Chicago International Film Festival.
In Fulle's own words. "Three Days" is the story of how
a 20-something year-old man "copes with life in the aftermath of his mother's death in a plane crash." Intertwined
with this is a comedic look at the usual gatherings of oddball friends and relatives you haven't seen since your high
school days (or s ince the last.big fun eral in the fami ly).
"Putting things down o n paper was a good way for me
to deal with all of the emoti ons I was feeling," said Fu lle
who delved into hi s j ournal and then mixed realism with
a dash of fi ction in hi s bid to balance the "seriousness of
the subject with all the comedic and romantic clements."
But writing isn' t Full e's only talent. Fulle has written

and directed several short fi lms including "Memory" and
the award-winning "Ethan," He IS also co-founder of Poya
Pictures, the company behind "Three Days." In all it took
just 22 days to complete the filming of the less that half a
million dollar movie, Post production however, with the
team at Avenue Edit took a year
and a half to complete.
But the biggest stumbling block
wasn't the nitty gritty of film making or even the post production. It
was mo ney, " Mo ney was the
biggest obstacle but fort unately I
was introduced to a lot of people
wi th money," said Fulle who
revealed that once he had the right
backing, there was little to stop
him.
"I wanted to get my feet wet ,"
he declares with confidence. "I am
the kind of person who likes to
j ump in head first." With that in
mind, Fulle, who graduated from
Columbia in 1995, dismissed his
dou bts, gave up his two-year-old
production assistant job and embarked on his film .
He picked the painful period after his mother 's death as
the basis for hi s script simply because he decided the best
place to start was to write from what he knew - a lesson
he had learned from Carter Tillman, Columbia's film tech
instructor. Also, Fulle and his mother had always been
close and he remembers her supporting him from his
early days as a child actor in several commercials to hi s
dream of becom ing a fi lm director. "I saw an opportunity
to make both our dreams come true." said Fu lle.
Almost three years to the day of that fateful crash,
Fulle's tribute to hi s mother will make it to the big screen
right here in C hicago. It will be a proud night for
Columbia College as once again another one of its graduates breaks into the big leagues; it will be a proud night for
Fulle and his team who have worked so hard and sacri-

ficed so much; and it will be a proud night for Fulle and
the memeory of his mother. that will forever be Immortalized in movie magic.
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rain Fulle 's moving· and funny
iale falls shqrt
'
'

~:?.~~~:c~~~~~.~,>; after his mother dies but these moments are few
s"wrif

m what you know" philosophy should
bjlnd. ,T he .film is hard to identify

.!f there is one, is. $imply l~t)o the
.'t

promise but it will lake a lot more than this to put him i n the big
·
..
next time, Fulle . '";:
Want to see former Co lumbia student do good or if you are
.' --"'•w ...,.~.·... or anyWhere else. But if you are the common Joefor a. weekend movie to see with yout friends save
and cigarettes.
' •
,. '
'
shown at the Chicago Iotemational Film Festival

Oct.17 at 4:30p.m., Oct. 18 at 8:15p.m.

women in

m'ainactor

this lilll). He
" posed to, I do'l_;t even
.
Marry that with bad
and·a plot that took more twiSts and turns than a
' roller coaster ride gone haywire and we're left with. very little to go oa Th,e
movie's o bvious lack of direction meant that the audience was never :illowed
to look forward to anything in the plot since there was nothing to look forward
to, In short. the film was pointless. according to yours truly - the average
moviegoer.
..,
However in the perspective of a film critic (which I am not but will attempt
to be),l felt that the film seen through the eyes ofFuiie's personal journal held
a lot of promise. There were pockets that renected how his comfortable sub-

1 MQW everyone
liVish l were an Oscar Mayet Wic~netc:"' '{ou're-Probabhi
' that role but you coUld do one
by driving the Oscar Mayer Wlenermobile

summer.
Here's your chance to be

'

·-

a mini-celebrity and an intern by appearing at m:Yor
events and conducting media interviews as the driver of an Oscar Mayer
Wiel\el:lllobile. Each summer Oscar Mayer selects 30 people to travel across the
country and represent a Fortune 500 company during its search for a child to be in an
Oscar Mayer television cpmmercial. This internship pays $424 a week, plus e.xpe~
e$, benefits and clothing.
But the job l!r not ~
frrtns and e;~tperie>n<:e
""

'

Thti-miUtHa~en~e/!drtye:rs"of.

Mayer "'""'"'"'"' ""'
they manage and promote tl)~
this internship apart from others
it's not already obvious),
~7·:foo'tlorkg hotdog on wheels. is the' arnot\ nt of creative
lll:)td<)gg,e rs enjoy,
give ibe youngest people ln the -company the most
bility and tbe least supervision,'' said Russ Whitacre, pr<igram manager.
The Hotdoggers have made appearances on the Oj)rab Wi-nfrey Show, a
,..--- -..,.., Dangerfield movie, and hundreds of local and
media outlets.
"If you can cut the mustard you will relish the job,"
the headline story on the front page of the Wall
Journal.
Jay Leno even mentio ned the job in one of his
Iogue: "The Oscar Mayer company is looking for
lege graduates to drive their Wienermobiles. Who says
are no good jobs for Liberal Arts majors?!'
· Besides gaining valuable pub1icrelations, marketing

(i£

~:e~:fu1~~~an~>l(~1,t%~~t~v1.E~~,ef'n ,
Alumni of the program j:l~ve gone on to become
sion anchors, producers, a~I!Jlt executives at public
tions Drms and sates _tepre5e ntlitives for Oscar Mayer's
ent company, Ktaft. ,;-'I ·- ;;:
'
If this ~ounds intere$ling ·to you or anyone you
send a resume to:
,
., ""
it
·

Wienermobile Depamnent; Oscar Ma-yer FOOds,
Box 7188, Macmon, WI 53107.
•
!4

All eyes on Shakur's last movie
Late Tupac's career more promising than his final film
Jason Krlavarik
Assistant Features Editor

Thpac Shakur finished shooting this
film just days before he was shot and
killed in- Las Vegas in September 1996.
Maybe for that reaso n you warm up to his
character just a lillie in "Gang Related"too bad he and co-star James Belushi play
lying, murderous cops trying to pin their
greedy killing onto a hapless bum. This
movie unsuccessfully tries to build appeal
for the stars with dopey dialog ue and bad
jokes. Since their characters are barely
developed, it's hard to like a couple of
murderers.
Shakur and Belushi are bad cops who
set up drug deals, kill the buyers and steal
back the drugs. It's a process that brings
them big bucks, so they justify it by saying
they are getting scum off the streets. It's a
concept that would have worked better had
we been formally introdu~ to the characters in some way. The most we know is
that Belushi, who plays Divinci, is a
burned out detective who j ust wants to "sit
o n a beach in Hawaii."How originaL
Shakur plays Rodriguez, a narcotics detec·
tive mired in gambling debts. He needs the

dough to pay off a sleazy bookie. To
cover-up their crimes, the two cops write
up their murders as being gang related.
The movie opens up with one such drug
deal , but !'::"'....---...,..-.,..
thi s time
they kill •
an undercover federal agent.
Full
of
sappy dialogue, the
first
30
minut es
of
this
movie are
nothin g
more than
stereotypicaL
T h e ..._"--'---- -.....::.
movie
does get better, however. In fact, the middle of the film is quite good. The Feds
want answers in the murder of their agent,
so Divinci and Rodriguez are forced to pin
the murder on someone. Just when their
plan looks airtight, it unravels in their

face-and in rather amus ing fashion.
James Earl Jones comes on the scene as
the attorney thai, with his deep voice and
polite manner, foil the cops' plan right in
·
the middle of the
courtroom.
To
further expla in
would rui n the
only decent part
of the film .
Unfortunately,
there aren't many
good parts in
"Gang Related,"
but the best inter·
actio n between
Belushi
and
Shakur is here,
when they squirm
to cover themselves. They're as
likable as they
can be while
fighting over what they should do to get
o ut of the mess they created.
Okay, good parts over. It's on to the
end, and the worst part of the movie. After
taking the audience on a long ride with
these cops, the ending is completely

unimaginative and far too simplistic. We
know these cops are going to get what they
deserve, but what happens to them could
have been scripted on a napkin at Burger
King.
" Gang Related," while it works at
Limes, is full of !aim dialogue and a plot
that is unsure of itself. By the end of the
movie, Belushi's character-the one who's
been spewing out punch lines all movieabruptly turns into a monster.
Of course this is understandable after
screwing up his master plan, but it all
seems pointless because the film doesn't
adequately put the viewer into Divinci's
world.
Belushi and Shakur are not the ' protr
lems with this film. Belushi fils the role as
a cynical guy who doesn 'l care if there is
"one more chalk line on the city. Who's
gonna know?"
Shakur is given little more than some
whining lines lo work with here, yet
showed promise as an actor as he did in his
previous films.
"Gang Related" should appeal to
Shakur fans as his music is heard in sever·
al scenes. Too bad his acting talent wasn' t
put to better use.
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Grad student helps local animal shelter with benefit concert
By Eva Boyer
Staff Writer

Columbia college graduate student
Amy Bultercr has turned her masters thesis project into a fund raiser for a local
organization known as the Tree House
Animal Foundation.
While earning her masters degree in
Arts Management/Music Business. Amy
decided she wanted to put the ski lls she
learned at Columbia to work by organizing
a benefit concert to help a neighborhood
animal shelter.
Amys benefit concert idea turned out
be a perfect way for her to demons trate her
thc~i s project. She chose to focus o n how
community support affects the arts and
how the ans affect the community. Amy
banked o n experiences she had gained
from marketing and Music classes and
used that knowledge to plan the event.
..The instructors at Columh1a arc really
great. Everyone is very experienced and
knowledgeable in the field they arc teaching:· said Amy. 'Tm very fortunate to be
able to learn from these professio nals.
Listeni ng to their experiences has been
e'tremely helpful : ·
Amy credits Robert P. Bro n a
Management Ins tructor at Columbia for
playing a major role in ~ howi ng her the
importance o f first hand experience.
..There ·s no other way to learn than first
hand:· \.lid Amy...Jump right !n and do
1t:· Over the summer. Amy was pan of
Mr. Bron·s Presenting and Touring Live
Performances class. ·'He gave me a lot of
msight on how to prepare:· she >aid.
Top priorities on the lis t were what
organllallons to choose for the henefit.
and the ~e lection o f music for the concert.
" I wanted to make s ure they complimented each other;· Amy said. Her search for
an organwuion ended the day a stray cat.
she later named Berklee, wandered up to
her third floor apartment and plopped himself in fro nt of her front door. Amy wasn ·1
able to keep the cat so she brought him to
neighborhood
animal
shelter.
her
··something hit me when I walked into the
Tree House,'" recalls Amy. " I knew I wanted to do the benefit concert for them."
With the most important decisio n
behind her. Amy was ready to start looking
for local bands to head up the event. "Why
should we go outside Chicago to find good
art and music?" said Amy. " We have all
the resources we need right here in
Chicago."
Los Toallitas, who will headline the
event, is an eclectic ensemble who have
molded a bit o f techno and funk, hip-hop.

and jazz to form their own unique pop definitely would do it again, but only if I and is tested for various diseases. When it
sound.
had an organization to represent as great as is deemed healthy, it is moved to the adopCats & Jammers, a bouncy, power pop the Tree House."
tion area where it can begin to make itself
trio, will bring their hook-laden, garagey
The Tree House Animal Foundation at home and adjust to the other 300 C8ls
sound to the mix.
was started in 1971 by a group of volun- that reside there at the present time.
But she still had the task of ironing o ut leers who wanted to fund alternative meth- Acc<?rding to · Christina Eichmeier,
the details regarding the printing, flyers ods to traditional shelters. Since then the Director of Development, the atray ca1s
and tickets. Amy drew on another piece of Tree House has been committed to the res- that are taken into the Tree House will all
advice that Mr. Bron had passed on to her cue and rehabilitation of sick, injured and eventually find a pennanent home, either
which she found invaluable: "If you pro- abused stray cats in the Chicago area. The through adoption or at the shelter. There is
a small staff to help care for the cats,
ducc a concert for charity, yoo ,..--------11':"''?:
should be able to utilize your
but the majority of help comes from
community to donate sertheir 90 dedicated volunteers.
''The Tree House is more that just a
vices."
That is exactly what she
cat shelter," said Christina. "It prodid.
Kinkos
Copy
in
vides services to cats, dogs and peoBucktown do nated the printple." There is a dog and cat Pet Food
ing o f the tickets and offered a
Pantry program where low income pet
owners can receive free pet food. In
35% discount on the printing
for the brochures which will
order to participate pets must be
he distributed at the concert.
spayed o~ neutered. The Tree House
Amy fo und herself running
also offers a low cost spay/neuter prodoor to doo r. aski ng local bar
gram to pet owners. Another available
and store owners to help supprogram is Animal Assisted Therapy.
port her cause by buying ad
This is where volunteers bring dogs
space in the brochure. " It's all
and cats to schools, nursing homes and
about community.'· said Amy.
domestic violence shelters in the hope
Columbia's own WCRXof bringing a smile to those in need.
FM is pitching in. too. They
The Tree House is able to fund these
will he putting the word out to
programs through the continued suptheir lis teners thro ugh public
port of their community.·
.
service announcements
Admission to the benefit is $10 at
ac~o rding
to Operatio ns
the door or $8 purchased in advance at
Manager.
Jim
Mitchem .
the Tree House Adoption Center as
WCBR m Arlingto n Heights
well as several other local area busihas promised free radio spots.
nesses. Selected beer and well drinks
and Northwc,tern ·s radio s tawill be served for S 1.50 and the club's
uon. WNUR. will be featuring
full menu will be available all night.
All proceeds will benefit the Tree
Los Toallitas on air some time
before the concert date.
House.
Organizing a benefit con''The money raised by the concert
cert i s no doubt an all-conwill not be restricted to any certain
s ummg effort. According to
purpose. "It will be used where it is
needed most," said Christina. Amy's
Amy. ' he invested approximately five hours a day fo r
fund raising efforts hilve not gone
the past three months into her
Vinu/11 Johnson/Chronicle unnoticed at the Tree House. "Amy
project. On top o f that she is Christina Eichmeier, Director of Development at the Tree has done a tremendous job putting
ho ping to graduate by House Animal Foundation, and Amy Butterer, a this benefit concert together," said
January while working full- Columbia grad student, with one of the recipients of a Christina. "All of her hard work will
time as an office manager for benefit concert for the 26th anniversary of the foundation. do a lot to benefit the animals here at
a managed health care com- The concert will be held Saturday, Oct. 25 at the the Tree House."
pany. She has even managed Morseland Music Room.
to find time to do an internThe concert will be held on
s hip at J. Frances & Associates working as facility is best known for its nationally rec- Saturday, Oct. 25, 1997 at Morse/and
a booking agent. Where does she find the ognized cageless, no-kill Adoption Music Room, 1218 W. Moru Av~nue in
time to pull it all together? She admits she Centers, which has become a model for Rogers Parle, in honor of the foundaJWn ~
spends a lot of lunch breaks and after work shelter design and management.
26th anniversary.
hours o n the phone making arrangements
The Tree House is nestled within a conTh~ concert will feature two local
for the benefit concert. When asked if she verted Victorian home where stray cats Chicago bands, lAs Toallitas and Cols d:
would do it all again she replies, " It was roam freely throughout the floors of the Jammers. Doors open at 8:30 P·"'- and
grueling, but satisfying. It gave me the house. When a stray cat is brought to the the music begins at 10:00 p.m.
opportu nity to sec what worked and what shelter, it spends time in the infirmary
For more informatioa abcMit Tree
didn't, and what I would keep the same. I ward where it receives an extensive exam House Animalert call (n3)71J4..5411.

Swinging Sounds db aCbioogo Iuftuenoo
Jazz Ensemble Releases First Comp.act Disc
By Andnw J, Bradley
Cnrr~•fJO'I'knt

Pnor to the premiere gala, the Chicago Jau En~mhlc,
in rnldenu at Columbia College. previewed the record·
tnp featured on iu firAl compact di~ on Oct. 2 at the
Green Dolplun Street Club.
The enoemble bla1Mlthrough cl a~"c number• by Duke
F-lfington, LoUie Arm•trong and Kmg Ohver. leading ur,
to the tint puhhc performance of "Chica11o Suite No. 2 ·
by the enoemble '~ cum~r/co nduc t or W1lhurn Ru •~o.
Ru•~o·• "Ch1cago S u1te No. 2" pay• homuge to the city
that he l~>ve\ \(J much. It contam• a w1ld l>lcnd 1>f eclectic
J¥U that does not •tray far from 1t• nH>t•. Vunou• move·
menu. \UCh a.• one titled "The Harbor.'• r lllnl VIVId VI~ Uul
picture <•f city land\4:1pes. The mU8icu d1ver•i1y of the
en~mble ~~ diJplayed on the • uite'• fo urth movement,
"Argyle 'ltreet," wh1ch e~ hibit • a • ublfe A•iun ..,und . The
wile'• ~ond movement, "Wtcker Park:· features a • ultrr,
~>k> fr11tn trl1fnhoni4t Audrey Mormon. On "Sliver Ra1n, ·
the eMemble prt~nl! an eene, ch1lhng melody. A bi>Un•
cy J11CU titled "The l'errl• Wheel," includes a whimsical
IJM• \{Jftl " Jlle Wb!>IC WIJtk I~ ab!J\It thi~ llfliUtlful t hy,"

stated Russo.
While the performance of the ensemble definitely
could have stood alone. the vnrious guest pcrfonncrs
made the program even more notable. An orruy of vocnl1\l• appeared durina the course of the program. creating
bcaut1ful harmonics along with the musical bucking uf the
cn•emble.
A dance performed by Wendy Thomas nddcd visunl
nppc:nl to the fourth movement of the suite. Thp dunce
Junmey Payne Jr. added n unique form of rhythm to scv·
crul nurnhers thro uahout the mght. Cclchrotcd blues hur·
monica artist Corky Sica~el. of the Corky Sic11cl Chumbcr
Olucs Ound. performed with the ensemble durin11thc nnnl
rnuverncnl o f "Chica11o Suite Nu. 2," atldina Ouir und
e~c 1te rncnt to the pro11rum witll his walling hnrmnnicu
runs. Sieacf's nnimntctl slul!c presence curnplimentcd his
mu•lcultalent.
The team of Sie11el und Rus8o cun he lrnccd Ill the work
they did tnacthcr liS early "~ 1960, 111e two o f tll4lm hnve
the hi~he8t respect for one another ru1 arti~ts. Shli!CI stnt·
cd, " 8111 [Russc.•[ Is urate ortist who will listen lu his hcnrt
And Jll with It fearlc881y,'•
llvcty eye In lhc nudlen~e wu n~cd UI}(JII the cnscm·

ble through the entirety of their perfonnance. Shoes
topped on the floor, along with the driving beat provided
by the boss and pcn:ussion departments. The resoundina
opplousc proved thnt the work presented by the ensemble
wus truly captivating.
The CD. titled ..The Chicaao Jazz Ensemble," is currently set for nn intcmntionnl n:lciiSC on the Chase Music
Group l..Dbcl.
The recording fcutun: music from Duke Ellinaton,
Smn Kenton nnd Count Dosie, as well 11:1 Russo's fii'St
"Chicu11o Suite."
When •~ked about the release the fii'St comptc:t disc
record ina. Siegel exclaimed, "I'm o &lid Bill finally 101
uround to doina this ... it s011nds cx<.-ellent."

or

Upt'tlmii11J ptrfrmmrnt'ts hy tilt Cltlffll" J•u
indllllt: SumloJI No11. 2J, ut 7 (1-M. ., •
Cu/11111~ II/ u1b CIINIII)\ /PJ.S I Mtt.rlllllftolt Sl.,
E:M~mbll

Grtly$/llkl'.

Mtmtlo.v 111111 Frltlu\\ Off. 15 flltfiiP. •t /2: 15 ,.••
tftt,-, /7, lfl .S:.tO p.lft., willf/HltMI'II •..,..
ttt P'rfurnr<ml' ' a.r tx"' I}/ 1111 "111'" CINtn" ~

tmtl Wrtllltstltl)\

tltm 111 tltlt Clllet4ftl CHIIHrtll ,C tNtfl:
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More
is
from McCaskey at
endof the season:
fault. We have replaced·h.in}.with Mark "···•·-··' - -'
and fewer i njuries, J believe that Dave W!um:ste(lt,
bring a Superbowl contending team back to the·wondertpl
Chicago. Here's to 1998!" ,
Mark my words. Mike McCaskey u as easy

Jarit..

J:t

~<"' · ,:-:: -

...

Speaking of easy, I'll go w~tb Green,~ ~\Plid~:-Aiitb'O;
no way in hell'that the Bears Will·beat Ill
root for the former Monsters o..f
whoie:1ieartedl.y believe that eveit a JCI1ametlli!et
isn'teiiough to get the job done.

~~!!'1£!'t~~~no

~ght

one
foot .durlng the otf-sea.wn? Ya-lcnow, 1{ the
and KriiliSe) lliid lit least lllilf a btllirt. y.o11 ·
would have srumhle4' up011 lliC ~~ or. "He:r.~.'' iif:il~~rtt\<S6illetl~:>$
fixed now (in June), then he may only miss a
•
.
:
the regwar season!? DUH!
So now look at the situatfon. We've got Dennis ~odman on the
brink of. a contract agreement, and Michael is safely secured lnto
place. Without Pippen, we're looking at Toni Kukoc· and Scott
Burn:JT to fiJI the void. l think I only remember"an aparition of
Kukoc being present throughout the second half of last year's season, and Burrel17 We ll , we' ll have to see the kid play before we
decide if he's Bulls material or not.
So Krause was on the news saying that the surgery on Scottie's
foot was not done because they wouldn't want anyone to have to
undergo unnecessary surgery. How sweet of them! rr J remember
correctly, these are the guys who were completely insensitive to !he
fans when they said this is it. This is the last year for Phil, wh1ch
inadvertently means MJ too, this is the last year for Pippen and
Rodman (an assumption on my part), and for the Chicago Bulls
Dynasty as six-time World Champs (foreshadowing on my part).
This is it, they said. Get used to it. We could care less what's best
for Chicago and the fans, we only want to win one more ring.
Well if that 's truly the case, which it is. then you might think that
they wouldn't care if Scottie's surgery was necessary or not. What
the heck, cut him open. let )lim rest and he' ll be ready to go by

OctOber.
Jus~ another example

of the Jowly fans gettin' the shaft.

On to a brighter topic ...

Dean Smith is probably formally retiring at this very moment, as
my little fingers slave over the keyboard. For those of you who
don't know who Dean Smith is, he's the men's basketball bead
coacb far tbe- North Carolina Tarhetels, and the Alltlrne winningest
coach Cor 1Jle11'' d ivision r coaches. During last year's NCAA play.
offs, Coacb Smith passed Kenrucky's Adolph Rupp with the most

games wort.
J tbiok W(u l)fonunate for NC. and the Smith's, but J goua agree
with DePaul's neW coacb1 Pat ,Kennedy, North Carolina will be just

fi ne, with or without Coach S mith.
Atid on to a final note...•
Chicago has just announced the name of their freshly added
~ports team in the Windy City... The Chicago Fire. The Fire Is Chi·
town's new Major Lea~:ue Soccer team. Jeez. J can hear the yuppies
already, " What a cute name! You know there really was a lire In
Chicago years ago'/1" Oh please, couldn't they have come up with
w mething at lea.~t original? Back in the '70's, Chicago's World
Football Team WIIS ... you gue~sed it.... the Chicago Fire.
I d(ln' t know, I kind of think that the Chicago Liar is a better
choice. You know, with all of the corrupt politics that llo on around
here,1 see the Chicago Liar being more appropriate us a new team
name. Can you Imagine an over-3i7.ed Dan Ro3tenkowskl mascot
running up an4 down tlu; 8ldellnc8? Local kids could get their pic·
turu taun with a guy dre~sed in a bi g Mel Reynolds suit. It would
be thOroughly entertaining.
()1(, it's g9()fy. bur hey, at lea3t lt'3 M 9rlglnal ideal
That'! all for thi• week. n emcmber, the Boars will get crushed
•Jn Sunday. w next week I' ll probably have to write aboutthu piiiY·
by-play annvuncers, b<lcau$C there will be nothing left to $RY about
the team, the c•iuch. or the owner. See yn' then ...

Will the Bulls repeat as NBA Champions? ·
We will find out the answers to all of these
questions and more as the season transpires. The
Bulls open the regular season on Friday, Oct. 31, in
Boston.
Well, I received many responses to my article
about having sports at Columbia. I was right about
. there being an interest in starting a sports program
at Columbia. After reading through many e-mail
messages, here's a couple of · the responses I
received.
Here's part of what Stormy had to
say: My first choice would be a basketball team. I think the idea of
forming a club is a good one. We get
some guys and/or girls together and
start playing practice games or just
have scrimmages with other
schools. We could enter touina'
ments and other basketball functions
just to get us going and to also make
a name for ourselves. As for a coach
we could have a volunteer until we
could afford all the other things to get Columbia as
an official college team. All we need is a gym, and .
we could probably work something out with the
YMCA that is holding Columbia's athletic coinses.
Bryan had another idea for our sports program.
I agree with your article. I think we should start
some sport clubs. It's not hard to do or even get
involved. Example. I currently play in the Chicago
Men's Baseball Association and there is a team
called the Loyola Ramblers. They are a bunch of
guys from Loyola who got together and play ball.
It only cost $55 a player and if you want a uniform
it costs an extra $20. I would Jove to get a team
together from Columbia and participate in the
summer. Think about the advantages it would offer
students in TV, Journalism and Radio.
Here are some of my favorite ideas for a
Columbia College mascot. Columbia College
Thunderbirds, Fighting Ravens, Seahawks,
Gamecocks and Red Devils.
Any more ideas?
E-mail me at mjohnsonOOS@Iprintmail.com
with them.

Well sports fans, it's almost here. It's like you
can almost see it on the horizon. In j ust a little over
two weeks, Michael and the rest of the Bulls will
make us forget about all of our problems. We will
forget the fact that the Bulls cou~d possibi_Y have a
victory before the Bears get the1r first wm of the
season.
But it's not going to be.as easy for the
Bulls this season. The rest of the NBA
teams aren't just going to hand over
the championship to them. The Bulls
are going to be tested big time early
this season.
With Scottie Pippen being out until
after Christmas, Michael is going to
be playi ng more minutes to pick up
the slack from his absence. Can
Dennis stay out of trouble this season?
Only time will tell, but if he does gel
into trouble, the Bulls will look to
Michael even more than usual to save them and
take them to the promised land.
I have one question though ... Why did Scottie
Pippen wait until the start of training camp to final·
ly have surgery on his injured foot? I hear the rea·
son the Bulls are giving, is that tliey tried all the
conservative things first and surgery was a last
resort to fixing the problem.
But Charles Oakley had the same exact problem
as Scottie and he was back on the court in two
months as good as ever. Scottie could have bad the
surgery during the off-season and been back at I 00
percent at the start of camp. Why didn't he?
Is he trying to stick it to the Bulls organization?
We all know that the Scottie isn't too fond of the
Bulls. Maybe if he had the surgery during the off.
season it would have interfered with his vacation?
So many other questions enter into this Bulls sea·
son:
Is this Phil Jackson 's last season?
If Jackson leaves, will Michael play for another
coach?
Will Scottie Pippen be back after this season?
Can Dennis Rodman play a full 82-game season
without being suspended?

Bears: Many questions, so few answers
,

By Dave Rawske
Coo~spond~nt

As I sat down and began
brainstorming for ideas on possi·
ble topics, I found it essential and
mandatory the Chicago Bears
issues be surfaced, and that the
appropriate people be held
accountable for the overall massacre of what used to be a highlyrespectable organi zation. (Not
that they haven' t already). Here's
a few questions that will help
us get to the bottom o f this.
Question #I · Who?
That 's exactly my point. Who
arc half these guys? I' ve seen
good high-school footba ll
teams <:apable of competing
with this team. This is not to
implicate that Da' Bears are
not playing their hearts out
day-in and day-out ; but this is
to point the finger at a front
office and coaching staff that
continues to let opportunity
and talent slip away by mak·
ing ridiculous trades and
picking up ineffective players
that would have Papa Bear Halas
rolling over in his grave.
Question #2 • What ? The
question of the future-What are
the next steps ownership has to
make in order to regain the digni·
ty and fan support of this troubled franchise? The answer is
quite simple-get rid of
Wannstcdt and find somebody
that can put charge into this team.
After an 0-6 start, it 's very evident General Wanny is having n
hard time motivating his troops
for battle eve ry Sundny. The
Gridiron of Soldier Field thnt
once pri ded itself with nn
artillnry and regiment of Wultcr
Payton , Willie Gault , Jim
McMuhon and the dominnnce of
'11lc Monsters of the Midwuy,"
is now the scene every Sunduy of
an urmy that cnn no longer hold
fon . The wnr this ycnr hns proven
fntal , hut hy llndi ng n new lender
thut cun put llght buck into the
wur, Chicago cun once ugnin be
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themselves further behind die
Pack.
Last but not least·Who cares
anymore? After all of these years
of living in the memories of the
unforgettable I 985-86 Bears, the
h~ -~ soul of the fai~l !s
dmumshmg. Last Sunday mgbt s
game showed that over 8,000
paid fans decided ther would
rather sit borne ~at mght and
watch the new ep1sode of The
Simpsons. To be honest, I think
·
they would have laughed
more at the game than they
would have at the show.
Bears pride is lessening, and
what now is becoming an
e pidemic in Chicago has
many Bears hopefuls in tears
and anger-Packer mania.
Oh my, not this Chicago. If
changes aren't. made quick,
we could be trapped in a
town that is full of cheeseheaded, Old Milwaukee guzzlin ' , worm collectiong people that practice Packer foot·
ball as a religion, or should .J
year, that, with a potent offense, say cult
Sorry if I offended anybody,
he can be that impact player and
go-to guy the Bears can rebuild but half my family is from
Wisconsin, so I've been there and
an offense around.
Question #4 • Why? There's done that.
so many words that I would love
Point being, McKaskey, needs
to describe my anger right now to get this show on the road, othwith this question, but due to cen- erwise he should look for a new
sorship and editing, I think I'll place to call borne. And God forrefrain. The most popular and bid if I'm going to watch a Bears
common question heard around game in Arlington Heights, or
town is-Why did we give up a Addison. I' ve prided myself on
fi rst round draft choice last year being a Bears fan, and I know,
fo r n qunrterback from Seattle like many, that we' re going to
that is still living in the past of his continue to do so. But there will
Notre Dame days, and hasn' t be a time when the frustration
proven in his NFL cureer that he will set in and supporting a losing
Cllll he effective. You know why?
cause will have taken it's toll. So
I do. Becnusc Wnnnstedt nnd McKaskey, it's 4th and goal from
Bcnrs owner Mike McCoskey the one yard-line, and there's one
have no bigger n bruin thnn half second left in the game and Da
of an idiot's. I'm not one to beat Bears nrc trailing by 4, I sure
nround the bush, so why start hope you don' t decide to kick a
nnw. Ludicrous, crnl.y, foolish, field goal. In cnse you didn' t fig·
insnnc-cnll it whnt you will. The ure this scenurio out, it equates to
fnct of the mnttcr here is thut once 11 big flit LOSS ull because of 11
ngnin the llcnrs hnvc messed up bnd decision, and that loss only
the dmft nnd continue to put reully hus one tme loser. ,
feared as a major world power.
Question #13 - Where? I don't
know where the offence of I 995
went. But, whatever it is that
we're watching on Sunday can be
made into a clinic on "How not to
play football." The only player of
impact that deserves any kind of
recognition is the workhorse of
the team, Raymont Harris. After
suffering a serious knee injury
last season and missing most of
the season, Harris has proven this

